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rently inconsistent witli each. other, are found side by side; and
the key to th-eir correct interpretation consists in a strict observance
of the distinction which I have repeatedly emphasised in. my writings.
All social duties necessarily imply relations and active conduct for
the maintenance and development of those relations. Shree Krishna's
advice to man to fight is perfectly intelligible and proper, from the
social point of view. Man must fulfil his duties in his mundane exis-
tence, before he can become fit to enter the region wherein all relations
lose their significance.
Society as a whole can never be expected to enter this region, all
at once or simultaneously. Tlus world of sense-experience, wherein
man has to struggle for existence and for Hs supposed happiness,
cannot be transformed into a "Kingdom of G-od" all at once.
It contains beings of various degrees of culture, and, though they
all may be on their onward march, they c;™iofc be expected to reach.
the goal, all simultaneously.
Activity must, therefore, continue to be their watchword and a
sine qua non.
It must also be remembered that our life in this world is one of pro-
bation and difficulties—difficulties arising from wickodaess aad evil,
fighting to conquer which must, therefore, be one of our first duties
to society.
Each individual has to pass through this straggle, which is necsssary
to fit him gradually for spiritual enlightenment. It disciplines aai
builds up his character and improves th.e tone and, strength. of the whole
society. But, in carrying on this straggle, he should nob allow hur^lf
to be led away by personal feelings of hatred and the like. The
struggle is a duty undertaken in the higher interests of Society,
and must be carried on. m that spirit. The blow has to be struck,
not that his enemy may be hurt, but that the interests of troth and
justice may be advanced,. He strikes not to chastise, bat to chasten
the offender, for, is not the one a part of the human organism as
much as the other ?
In this view of th.e matter, it is through Resistance that nxa»a has
to go to the higher plane, where lstbB.-Eesistan.ce to evil is the role.
There is, therefore, in reality no antagonism between the two princi7-
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